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tratio-n Plans Our Future
k carp
Whil D an harl s Ehren petitions
the VU Board of Dir ctors this month
fo he g -ahead to expand the size
nd facilities of the School of l.fl w.
sistant Dean John Farago revealed
last Monday what the _school will do to
al with it diffi ulties until the
permanent solutions materialize three
to five y ars down 'the pike.
The facultv will eet in the next few
weeks to decide on which of four
proposed courses of action the school
will ask the board to take with regard
to meeting its long range objectives.
hey are:
--To build a series of additions onto
he current plant at Wesemann Hall.
hese additions would include more
ibrary space, study carrels, faculty
ffices, classrooms, and clinical work
areas. among others. This, of course,
is the cheapest option, Farago said.
--To build an entirely new building
somewhere near Wesemann, which
ld in de all of the enlargements
isted above.
--To refurbish all the remaining older
·tructures still standing on VU's old
ampus, four blocks west of the main
ampus, with connecting tunnels and
he possibility of an underground
'brary. "This would be like a 'Law
chool World', "Farago said.
--To build an entirely new building
n old campus and making old campus
he "law campus'· of the University.
DePaul University College of Law. the

Chicago-Kent. College of Law of the
Tilinoj.., r, t itute of Technology , aml
• orthwe tern University Law
hool
all ar .. set up similarly in this separate
fashion. Farago said.
Th jmpetus to all of these planning,
scor e and expansion proposals was
wh "'n the American Bar Association
accreditation team came to Valparaiso
three years ago. AHA-accredited
schools such as VUSL are given the
once-o er every seven years.
The ABA team found that the law
school as not in compliance with a
sort of compact-and-contiguous rule,
according to Farago. The fact that
then, a now, five of the 17 faculty
members, the law school clinic, and a
few other offices are located in
Lembke Hall on old campus, about a
mile ·west of Wesemann , did not meet
the ABA requirement tliat a law
school's facilities be "all under one
roof,·· Farago added.
.. They gave us a 'Good job,keep up
the good work', but they did express
their concern,'· he said.
So long as the law school could show
that its intention is to try to solicit
opinions of experts and to attempt to
locate funds to achieve such a "oneroof" institution. it is in no danger
whatsoever of losing its accreditation.
Even the most optimistic estimates
of when one of the options' becoming
a reality are put at at least three and
more likely alinost five years, Farago
said. That's why, he added, short-

term measures have been formulated
and will be put into effect as soon as
rossihle . ThPv are :
--Admissions , Farago promised that
next year 's first year class will be
small enough so that only two sections
will need to be partitioned, instead of
the current three . There are currently
about 135 members of the first year
class today, VUSL 's largest. The total
law school enrollment is about 350. To
achie e this end, restrictions on the
number of entrants to the school will
be harsher than those that w3re
imposed fo his year's group.
·-Library. The Library's plate-glass
front is to be moved several feet north
of the current positioning, in order to
enclose the Old Seminar Room into it
ahd to give more reserve area space.
Xerox machines and reserve materials
will be moved int<> the sernnar room to
allow more room in the main part of
the facility. A LEXIS computerized
law retrieval system is also part of the
plan to enable VUSL's larger student
body more access to legal materials.
Recent administration estimates of
LEXIS' arrival here nave been put at
ometime duting the Sprmg semester
981.
--Parking. For the first time, VUSL
students were given their own type of
parking sticker ~a blue one), and the
Wesemarm Hall student lot and 20
spaces along Chapel Drive have been
re-served for law students only.
f'arago emphasized that despite the

larger size of the first year class, the
totul overall number of law students
ha only increased about 10 or so
people , up from about 340 last year to
tod ay' s 350.
Th8 money to pay for the expansion
as well as for the short-term solutions
comes primarily from tuition, and this
means that tuition will go up again
next year to keep up with inflation,
Farago said.
·'One of the main reasons we are
looking toward expansion is that our
costs do not necessarily go up
proportionately to a rise in the number
of students. For example, if we were
to double the number of our students
tomorrow, the costs of maintaining
th e library for that amount of people
would only go up by 20 percent or so,''
he said.
Therefore, the school will be able t.o
afford many plant items by enlarging
its student body that it cannot deal
with as well now, e.g. carpeting in t e
student lounge, he added.
By monthrs end, the law school will
know what it wants to do and wheth~r
the University Board of Directors will
give Ehren the go-ahead. Plans to
raise funds from other sources besides
tuition are eing investigated simultaneously with expansion planning,
Farago said.
Students with comments~ ideas or
questions about any of these matte17s
are requeste.d to contact Farago in hls
office.
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ABA/LSD SEVENTH CIRCUIT REGIONAL AWARD WINNER

ABA/LSD Hosted Here
by Karen Walker
A ''Concern For Dying ' ' presentation is one of several events scheduled
for the ABA/LSD 7th Circuit Fall
Roundtable to be October 24 and 25 at
Valparaiso University.
From 30 to 50 representatives of the
7th Circuit law schools are expected to
attend the roundtable, Valparaiso
Student Bar Association President
Brenda Gorski said. She is coordinating the program with Valparaiso LSD
representatives Joe Wolczyk and Tim
Patula.
Gorski invited Valparaiso law students to the roundtable. The events
are free except the breakfast and
luncheon, which will cost a total of $8.
Students interested in attending the
breakfast and luncheon should contact
Bill McMaster.
The "Concern For Dying" presentation will be given by Scott Kentsimo of
the University of Arizona. It wiU be at
9:30 a.m. Oct. 25 in Christ College.
The presentation will address the
rights of persons being kept alive by
machines and will discuss living wills.
Kentsimo hopes to convince law
schools nationally to set up ''Concern
for Dying'' programs like the on~ at
the University of Arizona.
Another feature of the roundtable
will be a talk by Valparaiso Pro:Yessor
Bruce Berner on the Pinto tlial he
helped prosecute last Spri'ng. Berner's speech will be at the luncheon,
also Oct 25 in Christ College.
The roundtable will begin with
registration in the law school tubby
from 6 to 8 p.m. Oct. 24. Bretikfast at
8 a.m. in Christ College will be the
first event Oct. 25. Cir.cuit business,
chaired by Governor Enrico Mirabelli
of John Marshall Law School, will
follow breakfast.

More circuit business will be conducted from 11 to 11 :30 a.m. , after the
''Concern for Dying'' presentation. A
program on parlimentary procedure
will be from 11:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.,
preceding lunch.
The afternoon session will include
several workshops in the law school
classrooms. Some of the workshops
will be cond ucted by Valparaiso law
stud ents .
Topics for the two concurrent works h o p s trom 1: 3 0 to .2 : ~-W p .m. are
publications and Voluntary Income
Tax Assistance (VITA). The publications workshop will be presented by
Alan Zimmerman , editor of The
_E__m:mn , and Jon Dilts, student editor
of the ABA/ LSD publication, Student
Lawyer.
Workshops from 2:45 to 4 p.m. will
discuss client counseling and activities of student bar associations. Jackie
Leimar and Jeff Eggers are in charge
of the cli e nt counseling workshop.
Workshops on Women's Caucus and
National Appellate Advocacy Competition will be from 4:15 to 5:30 p.m.
Gorski said the roundtable is an
opportunity for Valparaiso to show off
! its law school. The roundtable also
gives Valparaiso law students a
chance to exchange ideas and mix
with students from other law schools,
Gorski added.
Other Valparaiso students on the
planning committee are Lisa Veracco,
publications ; Bill McMaster, VITA;
Perry Rocco and Melanie Sterba,
client counseling; Liz Pease , Women 's Caucus; and Dan Avila, National Appellate Advocacy Competition,
all first year law students and Jim
Dennison, National Association of
Student Bar Associations.

Dean Ehren shares expansion plans at Dean's Forum.
Photo by Joe Walczyk

Mock Trial Begins
by Sally Schalk
Valparaiso's Mock Trial Team members were selected recently by team
co-coaches, Professor Richard Stevens on and Russell Willis, practicing
attorney , former judge and part-time
instructor. Third-year students chosen
in the intramural competition are:
Eugene ChiJ?man, Jeffrey Eggers,
Burgess Ervm, Mark Jones, Rollin
Krafft and Donald Pagos.
Team representatives will receive
academic credit for participating in ~
nation-wide Mock Trial Competition
::-.pull::,Ort d by the Texas Young La -owyers Association and the ABA Young
Lawyers Division. One hundred law
schools. a.re involved in the yearly
comp e tltwn, Professor Stevenson
said.

The Valparaiso students will be
divided into two teams for the regional
competition in February. Indiana
Illinois and Wisconsin make up one of
ten regions in the competition. Prep~ration for this event will begin soon,
~1th team members spending at least
e1ght hours a week in research and
practice sessions with their coaches.
The purpose of the competition is to
develop trial advocacy skills. All
teams receive the same case and must
prepare arguments for both sides,
which theY: will present orally in a trial
stttmg, w1th a judge and witnesses.
The c~se is tried as if before a jury,
and wttnesses are actually professional actors and actresses. "Some of the
actors in the Chicago troupe last year
continued on 6
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Editor's Note
by Alan Zimmerman
It was bound to happen, I was
foolish not to have anticipated it. The
FORUM was still hot on the glass case
outside of the library when certain
members of the staff and myself were
already receiving lectures on the
function of a law school newspaper.
From what I can gather from those
conversations, the purpose of a law
school newspaper is to emphasize the
"positive aspects" of the law school.
There is no room in such a publication for the "negative" aspects of
things or ''sophomoric humor.''
The$e comments puzzled me at first.
Comming as they had from what I
considered to be fairly intelligent
individuals with impressive credentials and published works, I could not
believe that they had so misconstrued
the function of a college newspaper.
This disbelief was somewhat eased
when I recalled that one of my
professors last year, who is now far,
far away, had informed the class that
he believed that the U.S. press was
controlled by a select few in the east.
Shades of Spiro Agnew and his wild
charges against the press (remember
how he called us "effete snobs"?) ran
through my mind then, and continue
to run through my mind now.
The point of these lectures is not
missed, however. There truly is a
place and a function where only the
positive aspects of the law school can
be reported. While this place is not in
a free and autonomous newspaper,
and here lies the key distinction, it
does lie in the field of public relations.
My mind now races back to an ivory·covered building in the heart of the IU
Bloomington campus where almost
three years ago one Mrs . Bennet was
informing her J410 students as to the
definition and function of "PR".
Three years is a long time, however,
and I raced over to Moellering in
hopes of finding my old textbook.
There it was on a dimly-lit shelf in the
basement, Effective Public Relations,
by Cutlip and Center, the veritable
Prosser on PR. There on page two was
the definition that I had struggled so
hard to recall:
''Public relations is the planned
effort to influence opinion through
socially responsible performance based on mutually satisfactory two-way
communication.''
Surely there must be more, I
thought; and there was:
"Much of the public relations practitioner's effort goes into putting the
best possible interpretation on the
acts and views of those identified with
his institution--acts which these persons undertake in pursuit of the
organization's mission.''
Also listed in chapter one was a list
of the publics for a university that an
efficient PR person should attempt to

identify and perhaps influence. They
are : ''student relations, faculty
relations, staff relations, community
relations, alumni relations, donor
relations, etc. Also listed was the
various media that a PR person could
use to influence these publics," ... Correspondence, co~pany newspapers,
news releases . . .
Thus applying the above stated
criteria, it would appear that the law
school already had three PR publications. I refer to "Faculty Notes," the
"Alumni News" and since it is
distributed here, I might as well throw
in the ''Campus Newsletter." My
point is this: pick up any one of these
publications, it is literally full of good
news. In fact, in the latest edition of
the ''Alumni News'' it is stated a pologetically that, ''Not all the good news
would fit in one issue, and may have
to await a later edition ... ''
The purpose for this note is not to
attack these publications or to criticize
their functions. PR is in fact a valid
and useful field and these publications do serve a useful purpose in the
law school.
Using Cutlip and Center's criteria,
alumni relations is a vital public to be
reached by an educational institution.
Other publics may also be reached
through this medium in an attempt to
influence and illicit community support. Alumni contributions is certainly
one of the hoped-for by-products of
the "Alumni News." The same
analysis could be made of "Faculty
Notes'' and the ''Campus Newsletter." The fact to be kept in mind,
however, is that these publications are
not newspapers.
Nowhere in these publications will
you find editorial statements, free
access to the public to express their
views or an attempt to deal with the
key and troublesome issues that
confront the University or the law
school. This is not their fault as this is
not their function. This is the Function
of a "newspaper."
So to those who propose that the
·'function'· of a law school newspaper
is to emphasize the positive aspects of
the school, I reply that this function is
akeady bcing served by three ~her
publications. The function of a college
newspaper or any newspaper for that
matter is:
Not to turn its ears to the cries
of the dying,
Not to turn away at the sight of
the sick,
Not to see that which is corrupt
and report it as that which is
honorable.
Rather. I pray, let us hear these
voices,
let us serve an ideal,
Rather than a function ...
Lest we go stumbling blindly
ahead,
into the night.

Monday, October 20, 1980

Assoc. Ed's Note
by Dave Heidorn
This past weekend I saw a nice little
film in Chicago called "Best Boy".
It's a documentary about a retarded
man in his fifties and his parents'
struggle with their son's need for
independence as they near .death.
The film's maker, Ira W ohl, is a
cousin of this man, Philly. He would
notice at family gatherings that Philly
was totally dependent on his parents.
He had never been to school, never
really been outside his neighborhood.
Ira decided something had to be done
for Philly.
Ira entered the closely-knit family of
his aunt, uncle, and cousin with
camera and crew and for more than
two years recorded and influenced the
directions the three of them necessarily were taking. In the end' Philly was
able to take on the learning responsibilities of a group home with other
retarded adults and Ira finished a film
of love and hope and victory over
some of the potentially saddest struggles of the human condition.
The film could have been depressing. Still today it seems that the
retarded are considered as hopeless
people who have missed out completelyon life's benefits. The first reaction
one feels at seeing their odd behavior
on film is one of sadness. Also.
Philly's father dies during the movie,
and we learn his mother died several
months after Philly moved to his
group home. It's difficult not to cry at
scenesofthesepeopletryingtocope.
But the film is a work of joy. Philly
and his parents are ecstatic over the
small accomplishments he makes: the
crayoned scribblings of art they hang
on the kitchen wall for him, his
exuberance at shopping solo for an ice
cream bar around the corner from his
school, his ability to make fun of and
mimic his parents as he expends
nervous energy when he cannot go to
school on a snowy day.
And laced throughout the film is a
compelling sense of humor. One of the
funniest movie scenes I've ever known
takes place at a party at Philly' s
school. A retarded teenaged boy asks

a retarded girl to dance. Witk" the
boy's back to the camera an,dlhe girl
looking at us, the audience , she points
to the boy, then twirls her finger at the
side of her head to say he's wacko.
It was there that I realized the film
brought on a victory for its audience
as well as its participants. To be able
to laugh with people we've always
considered somehow pathetic because
of what they seem to be missing
breaks that veil we place between us
and them. They become capable of a
wide range of experiences and feelings. They become real.
Which brings me to the point of this
space afforded me because I'm willing
to help put the paper together. Last
semester I took Intra to Clinic. One of
the first exercises we did in the class
involved us as play-lawyers having to
decide whether to take on a case for
parents who didn't want a life-saving
operation to be performed on their
child because it was certain the child
would be brain-damaged.
This play-acting made for an interesting dilemma as to a lawyer's
obligation to those who seek his aid,
but we crossed over from playacting into the grim realities of the
dangers inherent in this legal process
when several people in the class
argued that someone with brain
damage couldn't enjoy life as much as
others so his life wasn't that much of a
loss.
That argument has stuck in my craw
ever since. I take as much responsibility for it as the people who said it
because I didn't bother to argue
anything back. And to argue, to hone
down those processes of logic is one of
the main reasons we are here. But the
games and play-acting of law school
arguments become the shallow realities of how we interact with the life
that goes on about us. VVe can say
anything as long as we can't feel it.
I wish those people who made that
academic argument would see this
movie. I hope a lot of people do. It's
playing at Facets Multimedia, a nonprofit film organization at 1517 West
Fullerton, Chicago, through October
23.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In Defense of Honor
by Roy Portenga

It seems lately the Honor Code has
come under a good deal of criticism.
Some simply are not satisfied with the
often inconsistent ways in which
justice is meted out under the Code
while others question the validity of
having such a code to begin with. This
article is written in response to the
criticisms I've heard leveled by the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ members of th~ second group. In
short, this letter is written in defense
of
VU' s Honor Code.
THE NEWSPAPER is an institution developed by modern
The first major criticism I've often
civilization to present the news of the day, to foster commerce
heard leveled against having an
and industry, to inform and lead public opinion, and to furnish
Honor Code is that such a code unthat check upon government which no constitution has ever been
necessarily breeds a certain degree of
able to provide.
--THE TRlBUNE CREDO
paranoia and infringes on individual
privacy. These criticisms emphasize
the notion that in order for an honor
THE FORUM
code to really work, everyone must
constantly watch the actions of others.
Valparaiso University School of Law
As a result, specters of over-zealous
comrades peeking around corners
Valparaiso, IN 46383
allegedly begin to loom in the minds
of even those with the best of intenVolume 10, Number 2
tions.
My gut reaction to such an argument
October 20, 1980
is that it is the argument of one who is
paranoid to begin with. The Honor
Cod~ just does not inflict such terror
Alan Zimmerman
Staff Writers
Editor
in the minds of the average and even'
Dave Heidorn
Roy Coffey
Associate Editor
not-so-average students on this ctmlMark Scarp
Dave Chidester
News Editor
pus.
Mike Massa
Ed Biondi
Sports Editor
Moreover, it should be emJfuasized
Sally Schalk
Photo Editor
Joe VVolczyk
that while The Honor Code probably
Mark Van Epps
Business Manager Joe Taylor
does work to its fullest anent when
Debby VVildhage
Layout Editor
Colleen Gunder
each person is constantly watching the
Asst. Photo Editor Dan Granquist
CartoonistEi
actions of others, the fact is VU's
Typesetting
Cathy Reid
Dan Avila
Honor Code was never Jneant to work
Richard Cook
to such a degree. The Code only
requires that one neither give, re-

ceive, nor tolerate the use of unauthorized aid. Certainly the word
·'tolerate" does not carry with it the
requirement that oJte must constantly
watch the actions of others. That this
is indeed the case is fully supported
by the 1980-81 Student Handbook
where on page 19 it states:
''Since the dishonest behavior of a
few can severely damage the environment of freedom and trust
established by the Honor Code,
students are also responsible for not
tolerating violations of the Code. To
this end, students should report a
code violation to the Honor Council.
This is not to say that students
must constantly watch for violations;
but SHOULD they become aware of a
violation, they would damage the
Honor Code to tolerate it." (emphasis added)
Clearly, the Honor Code does not
require VU students to be on "constant watch''. Accordingly, specters
of peek-a-boo reds are just that-apparitions devoid of substance.
A second criticism often leveled
against the validity of having an honor
code is that A's actions are simply
none of B's business. To be more
specific, the argument often goes that
by cheating, one only hurts oneself
and if this is one's inclination, so be it.
My response to this argument is that
IF cheating were a victimless activity,
I would have to agree with it. Just as I
would and could not run to the phone
and call the police when I saw
continued on_, 5
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EAR 3d YEAR: I'm a junior law
student and I am distressed by
some recent observations I've
made. Namely, that the . . . in
general,although I've noticed some
exceptions, are becoming noticeably .
. . with themselves and with their
alleged ... in life (usually ... ) . The
. . . at matriculation, the brand new
... and the recent trend toward ... of
our Law ... all support my theory that
the ... is more concerned with . . .ing
its own . . . than with . . . ,
including me, adequately. Whatever
happened to the underlying reason for
having a . . . , that is the . . . of us
. . . .I even heard that this . . . might
be shut down if it doesn't support the
... in true-blue Buddy ... fashion.
signed, ...
DEAR ... : For a person complaining
about . . . ing one's own . . . you
certainly make liberal use of the first
person pronoun. To tell you the truth,
I was hesitant about publishing your
letter for reasons other than your
grammer and that was because this ' .
. . ' has the tendency to . . . to student
... by ... while .... My advice:Don 't
. . . any . . . until . . ..
DEAR 3d YEAR: One-third of my
tuition goes to pay for Problems and
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Perspectives. WHEN does the class
start?
signed, Glutton for Punishment
DEAR GLUT: The better question to
ask is when does the honeymoon end
and the real screwing begin.

Confidential to CANDIDATE: The
answer to all of your problems is to
simply send a self addressed, stamped envelope and one dollar (refundable) to Research, Box 25916G, Los
Angeles, CA, 90025 or call area code
(213) 477-8226. This company does all
your 'research' and sends it to you in a
coherent, typed fashion. It only costs
about $1.50 a page research and all
and compared to the $1.00 per page
cost to hire a local typist together with
your saved time, it's well worth the
money.

Tennessee rural scene

Photo by Dan Grandquist

Curr:y~~:~W:ha~verhaul Levity and the Law
Client;'' ''Tact in Interviewing Clients
a wide range of choice in which to
(otherwise. known as ''Don't ask,
expand their horizons. Built upon the
· H t"IC' you stnpped beating your
firm foundation of the first-year
courses, these courses will guide wife?' and 'So what the hell do you
Valpo law students to intellectual want'!· · ·); · · and finally. the alltmpon.am ·Malpractice and How to
enlightenment, if not well-paying
Avoi<;i It,'' which will be geared
jobs. Sleeping With Eyes Open 201 is
a very demanding course requiring toward helping the forgetful practitioner extricate himself from the
the utmost concentration. Fixed stares
embarassing ''I'm sorry that I forgot
will not get the student a passing
to file that five million action on the
grade. One must be able to blink at
contract before the statute of limitaregular intervals, stifle or camouflage
yawns, and maintain an attitude of tions ran out, Mr. Jones. I guess that
absorption--all while sound asleep, of you will just have to forget it''
situation with a maximim amount of
course. Top students will be able to
grace and a minimum amount of
lurrow their brows without missing a
physical and financial pain.
\·vink of sleep.
·
Seminar offerings will be expanded
Workshop in Wond~ring will get
students out of the classroom and under the proposed Callahan-Wilddealing with cli_ents. Establishing hage Curriculum program. One of the
rapport will be emphasized. Specific more challenging seminars will be
topics will include ''Wining and Circumlocution and Equivocation. The
Dining on a Budget or How to Reserve final paper will be a thirty-page
treatise in which the student will be
the Party Room at McDonald's;"
expected to say absolutely nothing.
· ·Lowering the Boom and Billing the
The hitch is that nothing must be said
so eloquently that it must fool a panel
of experts composed of charter members of the Amalgamated Prevaricaters of Greater Valparaiso. One of
the more lighthearted seminars will
be offered under the title of Professorial Mannerisms. This seminar
.
. .
~·
:·~
will steer pupils toward a career in
legal education. Course requirements
will include visiting various classes to
lP<lrn such memorable mannerisms as
The Bartelt Blush, The Meyer Mull.
i' he Uromley Grin and the Stevenson
Snicker. Some adventurous students
0
\
H
may opt to journey over to Notre
·
I'M NDT u~-c-D 'fb ntr~ '
I'\ r.ro w. BIK KTttt!J .. ·
I}
)
Dame to learn the Kmiec Cackle,
4ND
ITs
nNK'5
!
G ftOUI~S FoR. OfJG ~3 Tl C.f6~
wHO'D 6'\JtR.. bU6SS ~
which no aspiring professor should be
Tit£
Rtft~ONtrVC:,
~RJ11NS ~ I
ctN D ?> ficukS ~oSI ro vNDC 1<-1
•• #TftO~b Ycu-'.lf>~R
Tt>O f'/18NY (,.fti.V'ftkS
without, especially if he desires to
:r N\c~AJ •••
llt IN K ,tv\ 1N G:S
ST/7-N P w !T~T 1:. RE:::f\U u • l ~I
teach first-year classes.
<;uyS I;OT1HG- &'K.ftfNS.
'tl-l~f-CfDY. \d JT lt{.k.E"
ttA H ! L.A-LN S'
A th!rd seminar proposes to combine
Bc~rJ 4-D\JE::I?.S.t<..l' ittiNK ! H~uc.; S6VcRf:;
~ef;"t.. ~ '( ov KtJO W
+ f}-M ~ St:.v&l(_
physical
exercise with legal expertise.
480UTA~
K~
~OOK Bu~iJ ON Ttt-6 ei.(E:.S. Ft"L!kt ouT Pf\oPWltfrl M"f 0' p. (t
Yes,
Valpo
will be the first law school
\lDf\JfH.- f}-5 A
l-~1 I!Mt; I O::.TUDtG-1) ntiS
6'RT(~
wits~ noK Me
in the nation to be daring and
HARD I WFl5 Sltt....L IN BOB&'(-===-=~~~~=i'Vk>Lt's ttiND E:-1\JU \
innovative enough to offer Ambulance
Sev€:.N YE;ftKS To
SoC. I<:> AND Pt M.PU;-S I.
Chasing. Running shoes and persont;RI1DV/ffe ~
--==========~::_alized business cards are the only
supplies that enrollees will be expected to purchase. Subjects covered
will include "Rural Running,"
"Rush-Hour Pursuit and Self-Preservation," "Mopeds and Their Many
Uses," "Hot-Aj.r Balloons as EnergySaving Tracking Devices," and "Emergency Room Approaching Procedures.''
Clearly, this proposed curriculum
will catapault Valparaiso University
into prominence as a progressive
educational institution. People will
come from miles around to munch on
the local popcorn and drink from the
fountain of knowledge that will be
found only at VU (by the way, we're
going to expand the library to the
front door to fit the fountain in). We
soon will be more than just another
small law school; we will be big fish in
a small pond!

It is evident to any competent individual who has spent more than a
week here at the law school that the
curriculum is in need of a complete
overhaul. Realizing that there has
already been a committee formed to
deal with this task, my learned
colleague and I have elected to offer
some unsolicited suggestions for modifying the course offerings to meet
the needs of the young lawyers of
tomorrow. Keep in mind that no
professors have been selected to teach
these classes. However, we would ·
appreciate any suggestions that the
student body may have (That's not the
editorial "we", John, I mean "you
and I .. ) to aid us in our search for
prospective faculty.
Two introductory courses that would
definately aid first-year students in
adjusting to the law school grind ~re
Beating Dead Horses 101, and 1ts
com nan ion rou rsf> , M util~tlnu tht>
Carc.ass 102. Students would learn

how to tolerate redundancy from both
Lhe professor and their ·classmates,
since pointless discu\Ssion will be
encouraged. These classes obviously
have real-life applications, as lawyers
are frequently forced to endure the
same type of nonsense from their
colleagues and even an occasional
Judge.
Another first-year offering is Judicial
Notice of Reality 103. This course is
designed to teach pupils to read
between the lines of all those cases
and tell where those nine guys clad in
black from Washington are coming
from. Warning: this course title is
somewhat misleading because the
Fine Nine do not always conform to
what is generally understood to be
reality. Students will often find them
selves on wholly different planes of
thought--it beats transcendental meditation.
Proposed second- and third-year
offerings will give seasoned veterans
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CLS: Fai-th in Law
The Christian Legal Society {CLS)
offers a forum for students, professors, lawyers, and judges to discuss
the integration of the Christian faith
with the law. It also provides an
opportunity for Christians within the
law field to share their experiences
and to fellowship. CLS welcomes all
within the law community to participate whether or not they are CLS
members, for all are one body in
Christ. CLS is a national society with
professional chapters and student
chapters.

The Valparaiso chapter has biweekly meetings on Wednesday evenings at 6 p.m. generally held in the
new seminar room. Weekly prayer
and share meetings are held on
Tuesdays at 11:40 a.m. The group
meets in the lobby, then heads over to
the Chapel, and then proceeds to the
Union for lunch. All are invited to be
active in both types of meetings.
Upcoming events scheduled include
a school-wide bon-fire on October 24.
Anyone interested is asked to meet in
the law school lobby at 7 p.m. on Oct.
24. The next Wednesday night
International Law Society meeting will be on October 29.
Many speakers are willing to share
the experiences of their faith and how
they interrelate that with their la*
profession. On November 12 , Mr.
Harry Jennings, attorney with
Spangler, Jennings, Spangler &
-Dougherty, a local firm, will be
speaking to the group.
Reevaluation and reorganization
The meetings are a time for
have gotten the International Law
discussion
on such topics as, Pilgrim's
Society off to a strong start this year. .
Progress through law school, Morals
The first two meetings saw a dramatic
and the Law, How can a Christian be a
increase in the number of members.
Lawyer, etc.
Membership is now over twenty.
The Society has formed four standing
committees. One of the committees is
researching the possibility of sponsoring a symposium. A second committee
for educational programming investigates exchange and overseas scholarship opportunities. The international The 7th Circuit ABA/LSD Fall Round
law note committee is researching the
Table will be held October 25th. There
possibility of a legal note on a key
will be 14 law schools from Indiana,
international question. And the Jissup
lllinois and Wisconsin represented.
International Moot Court committee is
working on providing a framework for
participation in competition and ac- We will continue to have the book
exchange for study aids throughout
quiring faculty/student support.
Elections were held at the second the semester. Anyone who has book
money coming please pick it up soon.
meeting. The new officers for the
1980-81 school year are as follows:
The picnic was a huge success; about
Pres. --Joe Walczyk
200 people stopped by during the
V.Pres.--Laurie Pangle
afternoon
to enjoy softball, volleyball,
Sec. /Treas. --Leane English
food and drinks. Those present will
SBA/FORUM Liaison--Doug Rogers
never forget "egg-toss" or Rosie's
classic catch--'' almost catch' ' !
The next meeting will be held on
Wednesday, October 22, 1980 at 10:00
SBA office hours are posted by the
in Room B. All students and faculty
SBA office.
are invited.

Growing,
Learning

SBA NOTES

ABA/LSD FALL ROUNDTABLE
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
Tentative Schedule of Events
(9/26/80)
Friday, October 24
p.m. Law School Lobby

12:15-1:15 Lunch
Commentary
Guest Speaker:{Prof. Berner'

6-8:00 Check-in
8:30-12:00 Cocktail Party
at Prof.

Brietzke

Saturday, Oct. 25
a.m. Refectory, Christ College

WORKSHOPS
p.m. Law School Classrooms
1:30-2:30 Publications
V.I.T.A.

8:00-8:45 Registration
Breakfast
·8:45-9:30 General Circuit Business
-Governor's Report-

2:45-4:00 Client Counseling-ABA/LSD Liaisons
NASBA--Jim Mussual, Northern
Illinois University

9: 30-11:00 Presentation:
' 'Concern For Dying"
Scott Kensimo , University of 4:15-5:30 WALSA--Ginny Boyle ,
University of Notre Dame
Arizona
11:00-11:30 General Circuit Business
-Lt. Governor's Report-

Nat'l Appellate Advocacy
8:30-? SBA Halloween Party

11:30-12:15 Procedure:
Parlimentarian

Moot Court Team Prepares
The beginning of the academic year
signals the start of another semester
of research, writing, and practice for
the Moot Court Team of Valparaiso's
Law School. The National Moot Court
Competition is sponsored annually by
the Young Lawyers Committee of the
New York City Bar and the American
College of Trial Lawyers. The interschool competition is sponsered in
order to develop the art of appellate
advocacy.
This year's senior team consists of
two returning members of last year's
team, Cathy Nolnar and Steve Gerken. The junior team is manned by
Mark Carberry, Randy Money, and

ts IJo!
j

f •;:>

Fred Siekert. Professors Gromley and
Berner lend more than a hand to the
teams in the capacity of faculty
advisors.
With the brief deadline of October
~1st rapidly approaching, both teams
are busily gathering information on
the Commodity Futures Trading commission Act of 1974. 7 U.S.C. §1 et.
seq.{1974). This year's problem has a
Mr.Randolf Goldperson seeking damages from Hi Ho Silver, Inc. because
of the allegedly fraudulent acts of one
of its employees, Mr . Jordache T. Bill.
Goldperson lost $375 ,000 when his
wheat futures became worthless after
a midsummer drought in 1978. He
brought suit under the Commodities
Act for fraud and also under the
Securities Act of 1933 and 1934.
On Hi Ho's motion to dismiss, Judge
Soy burger held that Gold person's
discretionary trading account was a
security under the '33 and '34 Security
Acts, that there was an implied right
of action under the CFTCA, and that
the Commission did not have primary
jurisdiction. On introductory appeal,
the 12th Circuit reversed the District
Court of Freedonia, holding there was
no security and that Goldperson had
no private right of action.
This year's problem presents a
·unique opportunity for the team
members since the Supreme Court
has actually granted certiorari on the
issues involved in this case. With the
New York City Bar receiving over 100
briefs on both sides the questions
presented, they should have a dirth of
free research to aid the Supreme
Court in deciding the case this term.
The team will be practicing almost
daily for the oral competition at the
Daley Center in Chicago on November
6, 7 and 8. If the judges react
favorably to the briefs, one of Valpo's
teams could be headed to New York in
January for the National Final Round .

ROUNDTABLE
The Seventh Circuit Roundtable
sponsored by the ABA/Law Student
Division will be held Saturday, October 25, 1980. The morning session
begins at 8:00a.m. in the Refectory in
Christ College, and features a presentation by Scott Katsinas on the
''Concern For Dying.'' Professor
Berner will be the guest speaker at the
luncheon which follows. The afternoon workshops will be held in the law
school: The Roundtable Planning
Committee cordially invites all students and faculty to attend. The cost
for the breakfast and the luncheon is
$8.00 and should be paid (posted) to
Bill McMaster by Wednesday, October 22, 1980. WATCH the bulletin
board for further information or
contact Tim Fatula or Joe Wolc~yk
LSD representatives.
'

'
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Bob shares his music,

by Alan Zimmerman

'Before my Dreaming Ends'

Bob Arnold's musical career began
when his parents bought him a ''! V3?
cheapy guitar" when he was in the
sixth grade. By the time he was in
eighth grade, Bob was taking his
music seriously and would get up
early before he went to school. His
infatuation with the guitar continued
into high-school, where he began
doing coffee-houses both at school
and at his church.
w.

Jliliit

Bob continued doing coffee-houses
in college. In his senior year he was
selected as the MC for IU Sing, a
musical event associated with the
''Little 500'' bicycle race. The IU Sing
was special that year since it was the
50th Anniversary of that production. It
was also special for Bob as two of his
songs were orchestrated for the event.

Dreams of things
rd Tike to do
I'd like to run away
Hide all hurt in memories, truly
wishing they would stay
Dreams of things
I'd like to say
I'd like to shout above
The crowded noise of the city
streets
To tell the world of love

Since entering law school, Bob's
music has admittedly taken a back
seat to his marriage and his studies.
He still finds time to play occasionally at churches and also locally at the
''Court''. Many second and third year
students will probably remember Bob
as part of the group that played ''Burn
'Em Up Bruce Berner'' at the annual
DTP roast last year.

Dreams of things
I'd like to sing
Songs; like purest sighs
A pure white dove in the peak
of flight
engaged to a clear blue sky
Dreams of things
I'd like to dream
thought I'd like to spend
Tl).oughts I'd like to share with
friends
•
before my dreaming ends.

Bob's most recent musical appearance was at a coffee-house held in the
Student Union on Saturday night,
September 26. The Union was packed
with students that night, and there
could even be seen several law
students scattered among the crowd.
Bob took the audience through a set
composed largely of James Taylor,
Jim Croce, Cat Stevens and Kenny
Log-gins songs. Interposed among
some of the more popular tunes was
sorn? of Bob's own compositions, such
as · ' Dreams of Thin~Zs'' :

Photo by Joe W olczyk

)

\

Bob lists Kenny Loggins and Paul
Simon as two of the singer-songwriters that are very influential in his
style of music. He- also lists John
Denver as an early influence of his
music.

Dreams of things
I'd like to be
Are etched into my mind
Sunsets of the things I'd see
Clouds of what's behind

Defense of Honor
someone engage in a victimless,
malum prohibitum-type crime (e.g.,
jaywalking), I would not and could not
inform on someone who I saw cheating.
But the fact is cheating is not a
victimless activity and this is particularly true in law school. Frequently,
though clearly not always, the best
jobs as well as honors, such as law
review, go to those with the highest
GPAs. Consistent cheating by some
can take these jobs and honors from
those who deserve them and give
them to others who are not so
deserving. In such cases, there are
clearly "victims".
..
Moreover, the notion that cheating' in
law school produces ''victims'l~s even
more starkly revealed w~e~e thinks
of the fact that several c aters could
easily raise grading
rves--which
profs invariably use to some extent
whether they admit it or not--to the
point that certain i:hdividuals who
would have scored 70 or above now
score 69 or below on particular exams.
While this may not 1be the end of the
world for many, for some it may well
mean the difference between hitting
the books and hitting the bricks. It
takes no imagination to see "victims"
in such cases.
So cheating ·is not a victimless
activity, particularly in law school.
Accordingly, the argument that A's
actions are none of B 's business holds
no water.
A third argument often raised against the Honor Code is that in
regards to creating the most honest
examination situation, an honor system simply does not work as well as
one in which the prof remains in the
examination room to supervise.
There are two problems with such an
argument. First, this argument presupposes that the only purpose for
establishing an honor system is to
produce honest exams. This presumption is off-base . The Student Handbook on page 19 states:

As Bob confessed, "I like the slow
love songs, I have to force myself to
vary things.'' Bob continued, ''I like
to go through an evening and mold an
audience from a point of being really
sad and mellow to a happier emotion.''

from 2

Announcement

The Placement Office will be sponsoring a Job Information Seminar on
Tuesday, November 11 at 11:40 a.m.
... The purpose of the Honor Code is in the Courtroom. This seminar is
to permit students to do their open to ALL students. The major
academic work in an atmosphere of purpose of this meeting is to impress
freedom. The Honor Code is based upon students the difficulty of gaining
on the highest principles of Christian meaningful employment in today's job
L-...::.e-=th=i=-=c-=-s--=an=d:.......:::m=o-=.:r=-=a=l=-=it:..L.-y-=a=n=-=d"---'p"--Jr-'e;_,.s_:.u_m_e_s___.__m_a_r_k__
et

Bob's set ran late that night, and
while he did two encores, he did not
have time to do the song that he
customarily goes with. As Bob put it,
"In the very end, the music should go
to the Glory of God." With this in
mind, we present the ''Goodnight
Song":
So once again the night has
come
To close another day
To lay me down my tired heart
And collect all the prayers I
pray.
I pray He's filled your tired heart
With the joy that will never end
For, if He has, my friend
Then we'll be together again
If He has, my friend
We'll see each other again.

Millie Advises of
Placement Opportunites

l

that every student is willing to
maintain maintain honesty in all academic work ....
My interpretation of this statement is
that the Honor Code really has no
purpose per se. Rather, such a system
merely reflects a certain belief on the
part of the admirlistrators of this
university that students can be and .
should be trusted. In other words, the
Honor Code is merely the natural
product of a belief that the vast
majority of students are responsible
adults who should be treated as such.
Frankly, IF such a system were less
effective in catching cheaters than the
traditional prof-oriented system, I
prefer to run the risks. It's been a long
time since I have required the supervision of a babysitter and I certainly
don't need or want one now.
The second problem with the argument that honor systems are less
effective in producing honest exams
that the traditional prof-oriented system is that I just don't buy it. It
shouldn't take too much reflection to
think of old high school days where a
teacher's turned back produced a
flurry of frantic glances at ink-stained
palms and notes carefully removed
from sleeves and stocking caps.
Clearly, it's impossible for one prof to
watch the every move of scores of testtaking students.
In summary, I feel VU' s Honor
System is a valid one worthy of its
name.
In saying all the above, I feel
compelled to emphasize that personally enforcing the Honor Code would
be no easy task for me. Let's face it,
seeing someone cheat on an exam is
not quite like witnessing a murder
outside one's apartment window! Yet,
cheating does have its victims. Accordingly, it cannot be tolerated.

It was late·in the first set when Bob
played one of Denver's compositions.
Bob seemed to be acknowledging
Denver's influence and the influence
that music has had on his life when he
played the "Eagle and the Hawk":
I am the eagle, I live in high country
In rocky cathedrals that reach to the
sky.
I am the hawk and there's blood
on my feathers
But time is still turning, they soon
will be dry.
And all those who see me
And those who believe in me
Share in this feeling I feel when I
fly.

Law students at VU should be aware
of the availability of information
offered by the Placement Office.
Placement Office Director Ms. Mildred Kristowski urges all students to
take advantage of the materials the
office provides and she promises
personal attention.
··The Placement Office is here to
help students in the difficulty of
finding meaningful employment in
today's job market and to emphasize
the need for taking steps immediately
tn oht::1in their career objectives,'' Ms.
Kristowski said.
Ms. Kristowski stresses an essential-a good resume. After that ·'first
11untle · · ha~ been cleared, there is a
vuriety of ways the Placement Office
can help students searching for parttime or permanent law-related employment. The placement bulletin
boards in the student lounge provide
updated postings of job openings in
areas including corporations, public
interest agencies, judicial clerkship,
and teaching opportunities. Notices of
upcomming int,erviews for secondand third-year students are also
posted. Ms. Kristowski emphasizes
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the need for interested students to
review these sources periodically and
stay informed as to application deadlines.
Another valuable service is the
Alumni Volunteer Network organized
by the Placement Office to maintain
communication with law school alumni in many parts of the country. A
geographic listing of alumni is available for students seeking assistance in
finding employment in various states.
Finally, the Placement Office Handbook is useful as a guide for writing a
basic resume. and coverletter for
preparation for job interviews.

On October 16, the Prosecuting
Attorneys Association of Michigan
Program will be at VU to discuss their
summer internships for 1981. On
October 21, the NAVY will be at the
law school for students interested· in
interviewing. On October 22, the SEC
(Securities Exchange Commission)
will interview third-year students fOI
positions. The Placement Office will
also conduct a Placement -Seminar or
Tuesday, November 11 in the court·
room.
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The Valparaiso Bar Review
by Mike Massa
There's more to Valpo night life than
Franklin House on Thursday nights.
For instance, there's Club Cosmos on
Monday Nights. You can watch Monday night football on the only big
screen T.V. in town, and it costs only
$2 per pitcher. If you buy a large
pizza, you get a free pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Kanavis, the amiable
Greek couple that own the bar,
finished installing their lighted dance
floor just as the narcissistic cult known
as Disco was in its death throes. In a
few weeks the club will have a new
name, and will feature country rock
hands Wednesday through Saturday.
A one dollar cover will be charged, but
there will also be different drink .
. pecials. Happy Hour, with discount
drink prices, is from 4-6 p.m. Monday
through Friday. All this plus good
pizza, stroms and gyros!
A few blocks Northwest of the
school, many law students are familiar
with Cosmos, since it has often been
host to S.B.A. bashes. Rumor has it
that at the last party there was a
surprise guest. Looking over the
crowd fighting for a scrap of pizza,
and walking past the pulsating dance
floor packed with wildly gyrating
bodies, the Dean was heard to rema1k
to his wife, "We must have the wrong
place.'· What better recommendation
do you need?
Hight in our own back yard is the
0. B. (Orange Bowl). It's an unremarkable. small bar-restaurant with
n:.>ac.;onahly rricPd drinks and decent
ribs. The interesting thing about this
bar is that Joy, the regular Friday
afternoon waitress' swears that she

has seen liquor pass the lips of some
roomy night spot waiting for a crowd. lizards.
members of our own esteemed faculThe bartendress admitted that they
J.C. 's, The Court and Lembke's are
ty.
hadn't filled the place yet. She also
:t II downtown in the vacinitv nf the
Henning Tauck, proprietor of the Old
mentioned that the only dress restriccourthouse. The Holiday Inn Garden
Style Inn, makes the same claim.
tions were no black leathers and
Located across from the county court- chains (fortunately I was wearing Lounge is where it should be.
house downtown, the Old Style at- hrown that evening).
Walch next issue when the bar
tracts much of its cliental from the
J .C.'s usf'd to hf' about as exciting as
il>gal community. St11,'lly three-piece a catalog, but things are picking up review goes multi-state into the wilds
of the Calumet Region.
t('rrilor_v . thi<:: isn't tl e p]ace to get
wit.h 1ive (usually new wave) music
rowdy. But it has excellent food, and WPdnesday through Saturday. The
dinner is served until 11:00 p.m. A
one dollar cover is waived for Valpo
tip to 1-L · s stumbling upon an
students with I. D. The drink prices
impromptu law faculty meeting here-- are equivalent to the prices at Faces.
order a round of Beefeater gin They also have a game room with pool
martinis and you '11 be on a firsttables and pinball machines. Happy
name basis with your Profs in no time.
Hour is from 4:30-6:30 Mon.-Fri.
If you've got some money to spend,
when drinks are 1/2 price.
and you want to see a good band,
The Court's Slammer Saloon wins
Faces is the place to go. It opens at
the contest for classy decor. The
8:30 p.m. each evening, and can be
reached by going through the back antiqu e har Pven hRs a genuine brass
rail . Everything is solid bricks and
door of the Jade East restaurant on
LaPorte Avenue. due North of the law hard wood. The drinks are not cheap-school. There's live music seven :-; ,K> for a draft and mixed drinks start
nights a week, and a one dollar cover at :til.25 . But there is no cover for the
entitles you to see some of the best folk guitarists who play on WednesChicago area rock bands. Bottle beer day through Saturday.
is $1.25. mixed drinks $1. 75. On
On Thursday nights . there is an all
Thursday night, women get in free you can eat -and drink beef and
: 11HI t h,. .,. rlrink<:: l'\ fP 1/ 2 prirP until
~hampagne special. The bubbly only
10:30. \\' ednesdav is thP same deal flows while you're dining, so eat
for men. Sunday is '' kamikazee slowly . Happy Hour ($.50 drafts, $.90
n !ght.
~, · h p n th1s concoc~ion i~ ;,OlJ
mixed) is from 4-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
1·.•:n tor t hP rricP of one.
1 mention the Lembke Motor Inn's
Faces now has an upstairs g _a me Red Baron Lounge and Holiday Inn's
room. with pool tables and video Garden Lounge in passing just begames. This section features a large cause they're open late, and open
cut out section that you can sit around 8undays. The Lembke Lounge's
that overlooks the band and dance sleazo decor features plush red shag
floor. Faces is open till 3:00 a.m. carpeting and mirrored tile walls. The
Mon.-Sat., but closes at 12:30 a.m.
· ·entertainment'' is usually some bozo
Sunday.
in a sequined tuxedo playing the
J .C. & Co. is a tastefully decorated,
organ. Watch those corners for lounge
. Photo by Joe Wolczyk

Meet Your Profs
Prof. Goodwin--Nothing is good about
Prof. Goodwin.
Matt Downs--Supports a curriculum
.that would make "mellowing out" a
required first year course.

Mock Trial--You will never see them.
Like the ancient m1stics they spend
their entire existence seeking the
mystery of life by studying a square
chart with arrows on it.

Prof. Burgrnan--A real party animal.
Her idea of excitement is a split in the
circuit courts.

TAs--A lovely group. These people
would have been expelled from the SS
for cruelty.

Other people you will meet

Forum Staff--They look like any
normal law student. Except for the
straight jackets and speech slurred by
heavy sedation.

Law Review--Easy to recognize. These
are the people looking down their
noses at you.

Moot Court--They always start a
conversation by saying, "May it
please the. ?ourt, my name i s - - - -

Library Staff--Overworked underpaid, but REAL nice chairs! '

WATCH

Mock Tr.ial . Begins
. from6.
funds. Costs mclude paymg the actors

got pretty good at playmg witnesses,
Stevenson said. The judge is real ,
however, usually a trial court judge in
'lw first rounrlc; of the competition.
Cases alternate between criminal
and civil each year. This year's case is
, IIJnuwl. and involves the bribery ot a
c lly pol ice officer, Stevenson said.
Two of three team members are
irtvolved in each round of the competition.
Valparaiso was the runner-up in their
first Mock Trial Team competition five
years ago and has made it to the
quarter-finals every year since then.
· 'The other teams hate to draw
Valpo," Stevenson said. Opponents
are determined by random drawing.
Team must lose twice in order to lose
a round, and Valparaiso has a good
reputation among competitors for
hanging in there, consistantly beating
··everyone but two teams,'' Stevenson
said.
The entry fee for the competition is
between $200 and $300, and is
provided by SBA and student activity

AND

WATCH~S

;~y JJiOJLAINSN

Supplies

""

$7.69
$3.61
$3.65

7he 'WUlmg CJ3ank . • •

llP.M.

1906 E. Lincolnway

Valparaiso

Save the dollar admission if you wear a costume.

,..

FRJ. & SAT. 8A.M. ·MIDNIGHT

AT THE TRIANGLE

TYPING SERVICE--FORMER V.U.
SECRETARY WITH MUCH EXPERIENCE DESIRES TYPING IN HER
HOME. 1156 Axe Avenue (N.W.
corner of U.S. 30 and Axe Avenue).
Phones--462-1039 and 462-4625.

Friday October 31 , 1 980

LARGEST WINE SELECTION IN
NORTHWEST INDIANA

OPEN MON. THRU THURS. 8A.M.

CLASSIFIED ADS ..Rates are $.20 per
word with a $2.00 minimum. Leave
ads in the FORUM mail box which is
located in the Secretary to the Dean's
Office. Please leave your name and
phone number.

Commencing at a point due North of the city limits
on Rt ~9. Thence North on Rt 49 for nine miles, two
rods and three inches to Hwy 20. TheQ.Ce _East on
Hwy 20 for two miles · and a furlong. Thence North
on Veden Road for a Quarter mife. Then you're there.

Phone 462-5931

While supplies last:
Miller, case of cans
Miller, 12 pack of bottles
Olympia, 12 pack of bottles

CLA SSJr,
LJEDS

Jonynas Hall, Chesterton

* JEWELRY

23 Li•ncolnway Valparaiso, Ind.

to the three-day competition. This
vear's location has n<;>t been determined. The event is m~ually held on a
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Losing on Friday means "drowning your
sorrows Friday night,'' Stevenson
laughed.

SBA Masquerade Dance

JEWELRY
REPAIR
DIAMONDS*

and actresses playing the witnesses .
.ludgl's and lawyers involved in the
\lock Trial normally donate their time

...

~

Phone 464-9641

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK
and TRUST COMPANY
VALPARAISO • KOUTS • BURNS HARBOR • HEBRON

~

~
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F.D.I.C' .
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Old Campus
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Future Home of Law School?
FRONT PAGE POLARIZATIONS in
issues 1 and 2 by Dan Grandquist and
Joe W olczyk.
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National Sports

by Ed Biondi

Braatz catches pass ... from Storm?

Photo by Dan Grandquist

I.M. Football
by Ed Biondi
The intramural football season has
come to a breathtaking climax with all
three law school football teams making it into the playoffs. 'fhey all posted
fivP wins during the regular season,
hut H.A .R.D. came out on top with a
record of 5-0-2. Keeler Stompers came
next with a 5-1-1 record, and Learned
Hands brought up the rear of the law
school teams with a 5-2-0 showing.
Learned Hands are a tough team
whose only losses were to the other
two law school teams. They shut out
all other opponents, and fought down
to the wire in their two defeats. They
had a goal-line stand against the
1-\<.·eler Stompers, but were held off
and lost that game 12-7. They also had
;t t.·hance In the final seronrts o! thPir
game with B.A.R.D., but an interd·puon foiled it and the game ended
with a score of 4-0. Learned Hands
have been plagued with several
injuries, as well as tortious emotional
distress when they didn't realize they
were on the three-yard-line in the
Keeler game and wasted three downs
passing instead of running. The injury
list includes knee injuries to Roy
Portenga--two-year vet of U. of
.\lltl' h igan; Tom Sheets, and Tom
< l · Bri'en--a safety from U. of Miami.
Also, Tom Sciortino suffered a hip
injury, and Mike Massa broke his
collarbone in a post-practice motorcycle mishap that Evil Kneivel would
have been proud of.
Learned Hands defensive line puts
heavy pressure on the quarterback,
which forces an average of two interceptions per game. They have the
talent and desire to win the playoffs,
but they can't afford to make any
mistakes like allowing AI Zimmerman
to play for them. Coach Mike Massa
states, ·"The defense is playing tough,
we "re getting the interceptions. All we
ha V<' to do is get a short passing game
going and we could take it all.''
The Keeler Stompers are the newest'
law school team. The team consists
entirely of 1-Ls who build up aggres-

sions from P&P and then take it out on
the other teams. They had a slow start
with a 0-0 tie to the 69ers, but showed
great improvement and killed the
P. E. s 56-7. Their offense does a good
job, but their defense is their strong
point. They're a physically small
team, but have speed and a lot of
heart. The only loss they chalked up
was to.B.A.R.D., but that is nothing to
be ashamed of since B.A.R.D. has
probably the best defense in the
league.
Team effort has allowed the Keeler
Stompers to become a surprisingly
strong contender. They upset Learned
Hands and could easily be a dark
horse candidate for the finals. Their
record, 5-1-1 , speaks for itself and
only goes to show that there is more to
first-year law students than blue notehook· binders.
Bevond A Reasonable Douht (B.A.
R. D-. ) is the strongest of the teams,
due> to an awesome defense that has
not let up a single point all season.
Their only problem is an offense that
w<'~nt~ to srore one dav. but doesn't
want to score the next (their girlrnends compiain about the same
problem). They go out and score 56
points against the P.E.s, but then
score nothing against the Brandt
Indees and the 69ers. The offense was
also stalled by Learned Hands in the
last game of the season, but thanks to
. a tough ' 'D' ' , and two safeties by
defensive lineman Tim Hinlicky, they
won with a baseball score of 4-0.
R.A.R.D. knows what it is like to be
in the playoffs. They have made it to
the finals the past three years and
have a school-wide reputation as the
team to beat. Coach Mike Schoenbohm has molded a team that has
great promise to ''go all the way.'' I
have heard a rumor that these guys
want it so bad--the championship, that
i0..,--that they are not going to shower
until they get it. So if you smell
something while walking down the
hall. you know what team he plays for.
The semi-finals are on Friday,
October 17 at 4:30, and the Championship is on Monday, October 20.

It's that time of the year again, folks.
The temperature is dropping, the
leaves are turning, and millions of
American men are tuning out their
wives and/ or girlfriends and tuning in
to the tube. No, I don't mean the Fall
season, I mean the Sports Season!
What other time of the year encompasses the end of the baseball season,
the middle of the football season, and
the start of the hockey and basketball seasons? (In case you didn't
notice, the regular season for both
hockey and basketball started last
week). So when Charlie's Angels
change out of their bikinis, one is
relatively assured of finding some
other type of sporting event to help
extend his study break. For those
second and third year students who
have been sleeping, or those 1-L's
who are still doing their inter-office
memos for P&P, I will attempt to
!-.Ummarize what sports history has
tah·n place so far.
The regular season for baseball has
ended. The Philadelphia Phillies are
battling it out with the Kansas City
Royals in the 1980 World Series.
At the time of this printing, they are
about to play their first Seripc::; game in
Philadelphia for the series. The
White Sox and Cubs camP up ctry and
'''11~h~d dut the season m htth and
last place, respectively. The Cubs
amassed a ·'whopping'' won-loss
percentage of .395, the worst in the
National League and second only to
Seattle for worst in the majors. (Both
teams have great promise for the
future, if the human race lasts that
long). The only consolation for Chicago is that the Cubs' Bill Bruckner hit
.\~4. Parning him the National League
l,aLLJnv. championship.

Football is trudging along with the :
Bears sharing second place with
three other teams at the time of this
writing. The major surprise is that the
Buffalo Bills have an undefeated"
record of 5-0 (no, it's not a misprint). The Detroit Lions were the only
other undefeated team, 4-0, until their
loss to Atlanta 43-28.
Muhammed Ali lost his bout with
Larry Holmes for the W.B.C. Heavyweight title. He attempted to break a
record by reclaiming the title four
times, but only succeeded in breaking
the record for the most number of
fights while retired. The guy doesn't
know when to quit.
With the recent advent of women's
boxing, one day we might see a
"battle of the sexes", a la Bobby
Riggs. I can see the headlines now:
·'The Greatest v. The Feminist.''
Gloria Vanderbilt could market designer boxing trunks with J ordache,
Calvin Klein, and Zena following right
hPhind. Tt would be great for America
and should net quite a purse for the
wmner. Remember, you read it here
ltr~t .

Intramural Volf.eyba/1
The intramural volleyball season is
about to end, and it looks like
B.A.R.D. might just make it to the
playoffs. Their record is 15-11 with
three games left to play. B.A.R.D.'s
scoring ace is Steve Holwerda, who
has totaled about half of all the points
scored.
The problems the team has are
basically inexperience, and a habit of
setting up spikes for the other team.
With everyone returning next year,
the team will be a lot stronger and
should be a contender for the championship.
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